
 

Tournament Information – 12-14 Boys Age Group 

October 28, 2017 (Rain Date – November 4, 2017) 

Below you will find all the information needed for end of the season recreational tournament 

for the TWELVE/THIRTEEN/FOURTEEN year old age group.  It is extremely important to read 

all of this information prior to the event.  

Location: All games for this tournament will be played at RT 18 Park in Centreville. There 

will be two fields in use during this tournament.  

Duration: All games excluding the Championship Game*(see below) will be sixty (60) 

minutes in length. Each half will be thirty (30) minutes in length with a five (5) 

minute halftime. 

Style: This is a single elimination tournament. Winners from each game progress to 

the next round.  

Seeding: Teams will be seeded based on their regular season record.  

Ties: In the result that the game ends in a tie there will be a golden goal overtime 

period. The golden goal overtime period will be thirty (30) minute divided into 

two (2) fifteen (15) minute halves.  Teams will switch sides at the half.  The first 

team to score in this overtime period(s) is considered the winner.  In the event 

the game remains in a tie after the golden goal period(s), the game will go to 

penalty kicks.  This will be the best of three (3) penalty kick shootout.  If it is 

still tied after the three (3) penalty kicks, the penalty shootout will continue, 

one shooter at a time, until a winner is decided. 

Coaches will select their first three (3) players and lineup the remainder of 

their players.  After the first three (3) have kicked, the next player in line will 

take the next kick (in the event there is still a tie after the initial three (3) 

penalty kicks).  This format will continue until there is a winner.  



Championship: The championship game will consist of two (2) thirty (30) minute halves 

of soccer with a five (5) minute halftime. If the game is tied at the end 

of regulation then we will go to GOLDEN GOAL overtime. We will play 

ten (10) minute periods with two (2) minute breaks in between until 

one (1) team scores. THERE WILL BE NO PENALTY SHOOTOUT IN THE 

CHAMPIONSHIP GAME. 

Penalty Shot: The penalty shootout will take place at the designated penalty spot. 

There will be a line painted prior to the tournament marking where to 

place the ball if a game makes it to that point.  

This will be the best of three (3) penalty kick shootout.  If it is still tied 

after the three (3) penalty kicks, the penalty shootout will continue, one 

shooter at a time, until a winner is decided. 

Coaches will select their first three (3) players and lineup the remainder 

of their players.  After the first three (3) have kicked, the next player in 

line will take the next kick (in the event there is still a tie after the initial 

three (3) penalty kicks).  This format will continue until there is a 

winner. 

THE BALL CANNOT BE KICKED UNTIL THE REFEREE BLOWS THE WHISTLE. 

Rules: All rules are the same as they were for the regular season. Please note that all 

infractions will conforms to FIFA Rules  

Cards: Any player receiving a yellow card must exit the field of play. Such player may 

return to the field of play on the next substitution. Players receiving a red card 

and not permitted to play in the remainder of game and must miss the entire 

next game. Coaches receiving a yellow card are allowed to continue coaching. 

Coaches who receive a red card will be asked to leave tournament site and not 

return until the conclusion of such tournament.  

Awards: Teams that make it to the championship game will receive an award. At the 

conclusion of the game the teams will be presented their award.  

Equipment: All soccer equipment will need to be turned in to a Board Member  after your 

last game.  Please make sure this is taken care of.  


